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Q&A Addendum 2 
 
 

Mobile Application Platform 
RFP 686684 

 
 

This document provides question and answer information pertaining to the above 
captioned RFP and will be updated as necessary. 
 
REMINDER:  It is the Respondent's responsibility to thoroughly examine and read the entire 
RFP document and any addenda to this RFP. 
 
Posted August 16, 2018 
 
Question:  Are you interested in an 'off-the-shelf' or more custom software solution? 
Answer: Off the shelf. 
 
Question: Is there an approved budget for this RFP? 
Answer: Yes 
 
Question: If so, how much is the budget?   
Answer: $90K 
 
Question: We are a U.S based company with offices worldwide (8 offices-US, 5 Int’l). With 

that said, do you accept offshore development services for this project? 
Answer: Yes.  However, the expectation is that any meetings/activities with the awarded 

contractor will take place on-site, conducted at UA Fayetteville, unless otherwise 
determined by UA. 

 
Question: Will onsite visits be required during development?  
Answer: Yes 
 
Question: Is there an incumbent competing? Is there an internal team currently working on 

the development, or are you outsourcing current development? 
Answer: No.  No. 
 
Question: How long after the submission due date will you issue an award? 
Answer: Refer to timetable of activities listed in the RFP. 
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Question: When are you expecting to engage with the vendor after the award has been 
given? 

Answer: Immediately enter the contract negotiation phase. 
 
Question: What is the expected/needed "go-live" date of the project? 
Answer: End of September for the implementation of the platform. 
 
Question: Is the project scope listed in the RFP finalized? 
Answer: Yes 
 
Question: To the best of your knowledge, are there any circumstances that will cause you to: 

1. Cancel the RFP? 
2. Not move forward with the winning bidder? 
3. Lower the budget for the project? 
4. Prolong the evaluation process or reissue the RFP? 

Answer: Yes – all the above are always possibilities with an RFP process and dependent on 
circumstances or if-then scenarios that may trigger these outcomes. 

 
Question: Will these questions be answered to vendors via email or will you release all 

asked questions via an addendum? 
Answer: Refer to RFP document concerning questions and addenda.  All questions will be 

addressed via Q&A Addenda and published on Hogbid for public review.  
 

Question: Is it possible to release answers, ‘first come, first serve’ so we can address the 
RFP more timely? 

Answer: All questions will be addressed via Q&A Addenda and published on Hogbid for 
public review. 

 
Question: Does this solution demand the vendor host it? 
Answer: Yes 
 


